A comfy stay for your canine
[ ADVERTISEMENT ]

Cuballa Kennels
provides peace of
mind and the most
comfortable experience
possible for your dog.

with a large outdoor area available if
required.
“If you’ve got a large dog that
needs to stretch their legs more then
there is a large 40x15m exercise area
that’s used for one-on-one play,” Ms
Walker said.
Cuballa Kennels are located at 679
Winton-Lurg Rd, Lurg and can be
contacted on 5766 4363 or 0417
362 961. Cuballa Kennels also offer
a pick-up and delivery service for
customers.

Cuballa
Boarding
Kennels

679 Winton-Lurg Rd, Lurg (Near Winton)
Phone (03) 5766 4363 or 0417 362 961

dog lover: Karen Walker is excited to
offer spacious indoor kennels with
individual outdoor runs.
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The newly converted Lurg property
is a dream come true for Benalla
born-and-raised Karen Walker.
Ms Walker had been searching for a
kennel around Victoria for a number
of years before stumbling upon the
perfect property not far from her
childhood home.
The proud dog-lover said the Kennels have been fully converted into
the ideal environment for dogs of all
sizes, with an emphasis on freedom
and comfort.
“I want to give people a level of
confidence,” she said.

“I want people to feel happy and
confident leaving their dogs somewhere where I would be happy to
leave my own dogs.
“Rather than doing small kennels
and just cramming in as many dogs
as possible I wanted each dog to
have their own area to be able to do
as they please.”
The kennels will have heating and
cooling systems installed in coming
weeks to ensure dogs’ comfort year
round.
“The main point of difference is that
they’re very large,” Ms Walker said.
“We’ve designed them so that
every kennel has its own run.
“The indoor room is 4x2m and the
outdoor area is 6x2m.”
Dogs staying in the kennels are able
to pass in and out as they please,

